Mass-Spring-Damper System has been widely used in both structural and technological aspect. In this paper a second degree of freedom mass-spring-damper forced system is used to study the effect of changing some parameters value (spring constant, mass and self-excitation force) to the system stabilization. MATLAB program is part of the aiding tools to do the simulation of the whole system and resulting infrequency Response Graph, "Frequency versus Amplitude" and "Frequency versus Phase". The mentioned three parameter value affects mostly the amplitude but little on the system phase.
Introduction
Mass-Spring-Damper (MSD) varies from one to more than one Degree of Freedom (DOF) [1] based on the purpose of the system usage. It has been used for a long time in industrial and constructions field. Another classification of MSD is free vibration in which there is no external force applied, and the one caused by external force is called forced vibration MSD, last is self-excitation vibration that appears when the objects in the system moves and disappears as it stops. Spring to store potential energy, mass to store kinetic energy and damper that absorbs energy loss are necessary equipment to analyze the system [2] . Many methods have been applied to evaluate the MSD system, such as Laplace Transform, Space-State, Time-Domain, and Frequency Response Method (Fast Fourier Transform) [3] [4] .
In MSD system, vibration is inevitable and it influences the equilibrium state of a system, causing disturbance of the whole system. Vibration causes energy loss; fatigue and increase stress [3] [4] . Since then, reducing the vibration effect becomes the main objective when building a system [5] [6] [7] . Analyzing MSD can be done from many aspects, such as the number of DOF, number of limiting stops; ways of limiting stops, type of forces in the system, and characteristics of the forces [7] . In order to understand deeper about MSD, there is a need to acknowledge the principle of Hooke's Law [8] :
Where F is the force caused by spring constant k and displacement x after the spring is applied to the system. Damping Force is another crucial point to analyze MSD system, consists of damping constant (actual damping) c and change of displacement (velocity) dx dt . The force is derived as below [8] 
Newton's First Law is also part of the combination of the system for the analysis. It can be seen through the next section of the MSD theory.
Two Degree of Freedom (Coupled) Mass-Spring-Damper System

Theory of Mass-Spring-Damper System
MSD system is a system which distributes an object and links it to spring and damper. It is actually applied in some application which the mass is attached to an object that deforms. Fixed base configuration and base-excited configuration is a classification of MSD System [9] . Despite the classification, there are other two types of one DOF MSD System, unforced and forced response, which is similar to the explanation in the introduction of free and forced MSD. Forced response system generally has an equation as below [9] :
Meanwhile, the forced response's equation is [10] :
As there are many types of spring, hence the spring constant differs depend on the spring material. The motion experienced by the MSD system also varies based on the parameter of each item, mostly are spring constant and mass. However, there is another condition that affects the system, such as the damper constant (c) and the force (f). Table 1 explains the damper characteristics based on c [10] . 
The difference between one and more than one DOF MSD System is the calculation in which each object gets different force to be analyzed. There are also possibilities of having different value of spring and damper constant. However, each system has the same basic concept and need to use Equation (3) and (4) to analyze them.
In addition, damping ratio can also determine system stabilization, which formulated as below with symbolizesthe critical damping [11] :
Meanwhile the three different value of damping ratio on table 2 shows the system stabilization. When the system is unstable, the step response grows to infinity following with the time. It shows longer oscillations of step response graph with big amplitude. A system is called stable if the response isn't oscillating or does oscillate, but slowly reach into zero in certain time. System that is used to analyze the amplitude and phase of each mass. From the figure above, it can be determined that both objects experience different self-excitation force. Each mass undergoes different motion due to this different value of force, spring constant and damper constant. Mass 1 received not only first spring and damper effect, but also the second one. Meanwhile, Mass 2 only receive the second spring and damper effect. Below is the equation of the system when all the parameters are applied [12] :
And it can be simplified into
From equation (8) and (9), it is shown that CSMD has similar equation with MSD, as equation (4); it is the development of the MSD's forced response concept. The above equation can also be derived as [13] :
Whereas each component has meaning:
]is the matrix of mass;
]is the matrix of damper constant;
is the matrix of spring constant;
]is the acceleration of mass 1 and 2;
]is the velocity of mass 1 and 2;
]is the displacement of mass 1 and 2 (in this case it also called amplitude of the motion);
is the self-excitation force, with ω as natural frequency.
Suppose at steady state, the displacement of the system is
When the derivatives of ( ) are transferred to equation (8), we will get new simplified matrix equation [13] :
Another important equation which will be used to analyze the system will be [14] :
Where denotes the frequency and denotes the period.
Numerical analysis
The equations above are used to calculate and simulate the whole system by using MATLAB program. There are several inputs that have been changed in order to see the different results through some graphs. Assume the default parameter is when first spring constant 1 = 1 N/m, second spring constant 2 = 1N/m, first mass 1 = 1 kg, second mass 2 = 2 kg, damper constant 1 = 2 = 0.001 N sec/m, first and second self-excitation force 1 = 2 = 1 N.
As these default parameters has been calculated and put into MATLAB for simulation, there are some graphs showing the system's phase and amplitude against frequency with the explanations.
Default Parameter Analysis for CMSD
First is the "Frequency versus Amplitude of Mass 1" graph. In figure 2 , the second amplitude indicates that the value is smaller than the first amplitude. This means that there is energy loss which causes the change value of amplitude. The rapid change of expand and contract movement can be seen from the bottom to peak of each amplitude concludes that the system moves very fast. Furthermore, the alteration from first to second amplitude isn't linear, which determines that there is non-linear acceleration occurs when the mass go through the second phase. This acceleration determines that Mass 1 decelerates slowly. The other two graphs are "Frequency versus Phase of Mass 1" and "Frequency versus Phase of Mass 2", which can be seen directly from the graph that two graphs are showing different phase of motion. These phases indicate that the system undergoes non-simple harmonic motion. The graph shows that the phase can only travel in maximum value of 180˚ to -180˚. In addition, from the figure 1, it can be assumed that when the object moves to the right, it has positive value, on the other hand when the object moves the left, it has negative value. Mass 1 travelled to the right and returned back to the original position, and again to the right but in different displacement (amplitude). The graph in figure 4 clearly implies that Mass 1 can only travels to the left or right, but not other direction of which generates another angle (such as upward or downward). The force that is resulting from first object is smaller than the second object (the difference of second mass force and first mass force is a positive), and this leads to the impact that Mass 1 travels positively together with Mass 2.
Despite the phase, another main difference between figure 4 and 5 is when Mass 1 has only positive value phase, Mass 2 has negative one. Mass 2 can move more freely, and only being controlled by second spring 2 , damper 2 (left side) and self-excitation force ₂. Hence, it is possible for Mass 2 to have negative phase, in which it is easier to bounce back (travels to left direction). Furthermore, in figure 5 , there is a pause from the first phase to the second phase. Some possibilities might happen in this rest time, such as the change of momentum, shifting impulse or collision of Mass 1 and Mass 2. When the system is with default parameter, after the first expand and contract, there is a faster but smaller phase of contract due to energy loss.
Another detailed point is for the first peak of each motion happened to be in the same frequency both for Mass 1 and Mass 2. It occurs in the expanding process of the CMSD system. While for the second peak of second mass also located in the same frequency in figure 5 . But, the second amplitude of the first mass lies in the position where the first mass returned to original position and stopped. Figure 6 -9 are the figures of "Frequency versus Amplitude" and "Frequency versus Phase" that compare the default parameter with new parameter as has been written in Table 1 . There are in total has 3 different amounts of each parameter for the comparison. The whole system moves faster frequency with smaller amplitude as the mass getting bigger is shown in figure 6 and 7. When the mass increase, the damper has to work more in order to stabilize the system. Theoretically, based on equation (15), when mass increases, the natural frequency and frequency decreases, lead to a lower amplitude (calculating through equation (11)). The system works on the opposite as the mass decreases. As for the "Frequency versus Phase of Mass" graph, figure 1 implies that Mass 1 has the same motion even though the mass value has been changed, but different in frequency of each phase. The reason has been explained in the previous paragraph. Meanwhile, figure 9 has a slight different of the second phase. When the mass decreases, it leads to a smaller force, since then the whole system only moves for a short time and stops. However, it still travels in the same movement, forward and backward. The less spring constant, the loose spring will be. It eases the object to move more free even there is no external force is applied. The figure proves the point, and it can be seen through the line which begin in the bigger amplitude. The system becomes hard in stabilizing itself and causes sway movement. Furthermore, it takes shorter time to do the second expand and contract. It doesn't even back to the original position, but directly travels back positively after reach a certain distance.
Change of Mass Analysis for CMSD
Change of Spring Constant Analysis for CMSD
When the value of k increase, the system will take longer time to stabilize. From the Hooke's Law, once the spring constant increase, the spring force will increase, which cause more work to stop the movement. Thus, the graphic shows when bigger k is applied, it will take more frequency in the system. As for phase, the value of doesn't change the shape of phase for Mass 1. Figure 12 is similar to Figure 8 , with the phase when =1 is steeper. Also, figure 13 and figure 9 is similar, showing that phase takes longer frequency in condition of gets larger, takes shorter frequency at the moment gets smaller.
Change of Self-Excitation Force Analysis for CMSD
Self-excitation force is another parameter that has been changed to analyse the alteration of simulation through graphs. Figure " Frequency versus Amplitude" shows a change of amplitude that follows the change of self-excitation force. As the force increases, the amplitude also increases. This can be acknowledged by doing calculation of equation (6) and (7) with notes that mass, sping constant and damper constant is still in default parameter. For the "Frequency versus Phase" graphs, it shows no difference with Figure 4 and 5. The line is overlapping with each other, which means the value of selfexcitation force didn't bring any shifting phase. Figure 19 -21 determines when both spring constant and mass value are modified. In this case, it is put that when constant is big, small will be taken, and vice versa. At the moment is very small and is big enough, Mass 1 barely move at all, it just happens to have an amplitude as the original position, then travels to left direction. Based on equation (11) and (15), if the spring constant is of small value, while the mass is of high value, the natural frequency will be very low, lead to a decreasing frequency and amplitude. On the other hand, in condition of bigger spring constant and smaller mass, at first Mass 1and Mass 2 didn't move at all, until a period of time, it suddenly shows a big change of amplitude. This can be explained by examining figure 20 and 21, at the moment = 0, the phase already started to change, linearly increasing to 180˚, decreasing to 0˚ at the frequency position around 0.5 Hz. It can be analyzed that Mass 1 and Mass 2 has been applied with a force until a period of time which finally make them move back to original position. The amplitude in the graph shows the distance of which the force succeed in making the objects contract.
Change of Mass and Spring Constant Analysis for CMSD
While in "Frequency versus Phase of Mass", the phase of both mass experience the same motion. It expands (travels to the right, positive direction) and contracts (travels back to the left) in the same position of frequency. Both object experience different value amplitude but at the same moment. 
Conclusion
MSD can be evaluated in many ways to get a more stable system. Hooke's Law, Newton's First Law and damper equation are the basic principles that have to be understood before analyzing the system. Because of the analysis is done by using Frequency Response Method, thus the resulting graph are "Frequency versus Amplitude" and "Frequency versus Phase". MSD has some main equations to analyze the simulation, equation (4), (11) , and (15). In this paper the value of mass, spring constant and selfexcitation force have been modified. From all figures "Frequency versus Amplitude", it can be seen that as three parameters have change, the value of amplitude also alter according to the parameters. However, the shapes of the phase are still the same, in different position of frequency.
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